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This opening fold-out contains a general map of Stockholm to help you visualize the 6 large districts

discussed in this guide, and 4 pages of valuable information, handy tips and useful addresses. 

Discover Stockholm through 6 districts and 6 mapsGamla stanNybroplan/ Blasieholmen/

SkeppsholmenCity/ Norrmalm/ KungsholmenÃƒâ€“stermalm/

GÃƒÂ¤rdetDjurgÃƒÂ¥rdenSÃƒÂ¶dermalmFor each district there is a double-page of addresses

(restaurants Ã¢â‚¬â€• listed in ascending order of price Ã¢â‚¬â€• cafÃƒÂ©s, bars, tearooms, music

venues and stores) followed by a fold-out map for the relevant area with the essential places to see

(indicated on the map by a star *). These places are by no means all that Stockholm has to offer but

to us they are unmissable. The grid-referencing system (A B2) makes it easy for you to pinpoint

addresses quickly on the map.Transportation and hotels in StockholmThe last fold-out consists of a

transportation map and 4 pages of practical information that include a selection of hotels. A thematic

index lists all the sites and addresses featured in this guide.
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The Washington Post says, Ã¢â‚¬Å“The map guide lets you be inconspicuous: itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s as

small and light as a novella, and its flip-out maps could pass as a flyer to a cool

club.Ã¢â‚¬Â•Ã¢â‚¬Å“Make sure you never lose your way in a strange city. Each of the Knopf

MapGuides captures its cityÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s pith in a package as small as a passport

walletÃ¢â‚¬Â¦Ã¢â‚¬Â•Ã¢â‚¬â€œ Real SimpleÃ¢â‚¬Å“Knopf MapGuides are handy, practical and



perfect for those of us who are slightly impaired when it comes to map-reading. You donÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t

have to search a huge crackling sheet with a microscopic index for one of 10,000 dots on the

mapÃ¢â‚¬Â¦The extraordinary quality of the booksÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ beautiful hues and heavy paper also

give these $8.95 guides an evocative quality that stands apart from the glossy, garish look of most

travel books.Ã¢â‚¬Â• Ã¢â‚¬â€œ Marin Independent JournalÃ¢â‚¬Å“A good, handy portable item

for a quick tripÃ¢â‚¬Â• Ã¢â‚¬â€œ San Francisco ChronicleÃ¢â‚¬Å“We love KnopfÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s smart

new map guides.Ã¢â‚¬Â• Ã¢â‚¬â€œ Travel & Leisure

This small book contains 6 fold-out maps for the following areas:A - Gamla StanB - Nybroplan /

Blasieholmen / SkeppsholmenC - City / Norrmalm / KungsholmenD - OstermalmE - DjurgardenF -

SodermalmPROS:1. Compact - fits in purse or jacket pocket. Easy to unfold and refold each map.2.

Excellent map detail - shows all streets, Metro stops, important buildings and points of interest. Also

has a separate Metro map.3. Contains an alphabetical index of street names and places to visit with

references to the map letter and map coordinates.4. Has other useful information - not a substitute

for a guidebook, but the back of each map provides short descriptions of major attractions,

restaurants, etc. This is useful when you're in an area and you want to know what else you should

see while you're there.CONS:1. Metro stops are shown on the street maps, but they are not

connected. There is a separate Metro map at the back of the book, but it is difficult to relate it back

to the street maps. It would be helpful if the Metro routes were superimposed on the street maps,

(although this may be a difficult thing to do while keeping the maps readable).2. The maps do not

show bus, tram and ferry routes. For this, you need get a Stockholm transportation map from the

Tourist Information Center across from the Central Station (where you can also purchase a

Stockholm Card which gives you unlimited Metro, bus and tram rides, a free boat cruise and free

admission to almost every museum and attraction).

I totally love these map guides but I believe that Knopf has stopped producing them probably

because of low demand. This was a used guide but in great shape. I have a bunch of Knopf

Mapguides for other cities and love how they allow me to visualize the different areas. An overview,

as it were. And they are perfect for getting around. Have I mentioned how much I love these guides.

I purchased this map guide back in August for a trip I took to Stockholm in October. The guide was

very useful. And I think is much better than the one from another company that I purchased for my

trip to Copenhagen. The book breaks down Stockholm into sections so you are not looking at one



big map. There is plenty of useful information about each section you look to tour. I will definitely

look to purchase from them again for other trips I plan on taking in the future if the books are

available.

Just returned from Stockholm a couple weeks ago and this is the absolute best map/guide out there

(and I have at least four). The information about sites/restaurants are not very detailed, but the

maps are perfect for walking around the city. No big awkward folding maps, just open the

neighborhood map you need and take off. I hate looking like a dorky tourist, but these are sleek and

easy to read. This is the only guidebook we took with us every single day.

This was great to have on my Stockholm trip. It's laminated, and folded up small enough to fit into

my cargo shorts pocket. This is easy to read in a pinch, and gave some good info on restaurants

and other places of interest. This really improved my vacation experience in Stockholm.

These maps are easy to use and carry and would only benefit from being made waterproof.I

regretted having to use something else while I was in Copenhagen, this series not seemingly having

coverage of that city.The incorporated local eateries and sites that are right there on the map of the

neighbourhood covered is a feature that makes for ease of use.

Like all of the pocket-size Knopf City Guides this has the overlay for the entire city and then an

individual pull out map for each section of the city - which, in addition to the section map includes

highlights of places to visit as well as recommended restaurants, cafes etc. Highly recommend.

I love Knopf MapGuides. The are compact but filled with information. They are easy to carry and are

organized so you can easily navigate the city since the smaller maps are graphically display in an

overlay fashion.
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